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Abstract We test proposed generic tipping point early
warning signals in a complex climate model (HadCM3)
which simulates future dieback of the Amazon rainforest.
The equation governing tree cover in the model suggests
that zero and non-zero stable states of tree cover co-exist,
and a transcritical bifurcation is approached as productivity
declines. Forest dieback is a non-linear change in the non-
zero tree cover state, as productivity declines, which should
exhibit critical slowing down. We use an ensemble of ver-
sions of HadCM3 to test for the corresponding early warn-
ing signals. However, on approaching simulated Amazon
dieback, expected early warning signals of critical slowing
down are not seen in tree cover, vegetation carbon or net
primary productivity. The lack of a convincing trend in
autocorrelation appears to be a result of the system being
forced rapidly and non-linearly. There is a robust rise in
variance with time, but this can be explained by increases in
inter-annual temperature and precipitation variability that
force the forest. This failure of generic early warning in-
dicators led us to seek more system-specific, observable
indicators of changing forest stability in the model. The
sensitivity of net ecosystem productivity to temperature
anomalies (a negative correlation) generally increases as
dieback approaches, which is attributable to a non-linear
sensitivity of ecosystem respiration to temperature. As a
result, the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2 anomalies to
temperature anomalies (a positive correlation) increases as
dieback approaches. This stability indicator has the benefit
of being readily observable in the real world.
Keywords Amazon dieback . Early warning .
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Introduction
In recent years, research into the field of tipping points and
their predictability has yielded several suggestions for ge-
neric early warning signals of an approaching bifurcation-
type tipping point (Scheffer et al. 2009; Lenton 2011). The
most general behaviour of a dynamical system approaching
a bifurcation (where an attractor loses its stability) is that it
becomes more sluggish in its recovery from short-term
fluctuations (Wissel 1984). This is termed ‘critical slowing
down’, and occurs because negative feedback in the system
(which keeps it in a given attractor) begins to be
overwhelmed by positive feedback (which can propel a
transition between attractors)—or more mathematically
speaking, the leading eigenvalue governing the decay rate
of fluctuations tends toward zero (from a negative value).
This critical slowing down behaviour should manifest itself
as increasing autocorrelation in time (and possibly space),
which can be readily measured. It is also generally expected
to cause a rise in variance (Carpenter and Brock 2006),
which requires less data to detect a signal. However, there
are special conditions under which rising variance does not
occur, or cannot be detected (Dakos et al. 2012).
To date, these proposed generic tipping point early warn-
ing indicators have been tested in paleo-data approaching
past abrupt climate changes (Livina and Lenton 2007;
Dakos et al. 2008), and in simple and intermediate complex-
ity climate models approaching forced tipping points
(Lenton 2011), but not in the full-complexity models used
for climate projections, e.g. by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change. Furthermore, existing model tests of
early warning indicators have generally concentrated on the
case study of a collapse of the thermohaline circulation of
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the Atlantic, and they have used very slow forcing relative
to the rate at which humans are interfering with the climate
system (Held and Kleinen 2004).
Here, we set about to test generic early warning indica-
tors of an approaching tipping point in a complex climate
model, forced in a realistic way, which exhibits an iconic
example of a potential tipping point response to climate
change; dieback of the Amazon rainforest. The model we
use is the Hadley Centre climate model version 3, known as
‘HadCM3’. Amazon dieback was first predicted when an
offline vegetation model was forced with climate change
from HadCM3 (and its predecessor HadCM2) (White et al.
1999). Then dieback was found in the fully coupled but
lower resolution HadCM3LC model under future forcing
(Cox et al. 2000). The equilibrium behaviour of
HadCM3LC was later found to have an even stronger non-
linear response of Amazon forest cover to temperature
(Jones et al. 2009). Unlike reality, 57 different versions of
HadCM3 now exist with different settings of key physical
model parameters and therefore different climates (Lambert
et al. 2013). We show an example of Amazon dieback under
future forcing (with the SRES A1B emissions scenario) in
one of these model versions in Fig. 1. First, there is a decline
in net primary productivity (NPP) (Fig. 1a), then vegetation
carbon (Fig. 1b), then broadleaf tree fraction (Fig. 1c), the
latter beginning around 2060. Below, we make use of all 57
model versions to study multiple realisations of approaching
Amazon dieback, and thus begin to examine the statistical
reliability of proposed early warning indicators.
Amazon dieback presents an important case study for
several reasons. The Amazon rainforest is a critical compo-
nent of the global carbon cycle, acting as a large store of
carbon and typically a significant carbon sink, with the
notable exception of recent drought years when it switched
to become a carbon source (Phillips et al. 2009; Lewis et al.
2011). The Amazon has been identified as a potential tip-
ping element in the Earth’s climate system (Lenton et al.
2008), partly because alternative attractors for the vegeta-
tion–climate system of the region are thought to exist
(Oyama and Nobre 2003; Salati and Vose 1984), and partly
because in some future simulations, a large fraction of the
Amazon dies back fairly abruptly (within decades) (White et
al. 1999; Cox et al. 2004; Cook and Vizy 2008). Experts
gave an average 20 % chance of tipping the Amazon (at
least half of its current area is converted from year-round
forest due to climate change) if global warming is between 2
and 4 °C by 2200, and a 70 % chance if warming exceeds
4 °C (Kriegler et al. 2009). However, the future of the
Amazon rainforest is highly uncertain. The observational
record shows a lengthening of the dry season, attributed to
anthropogenic forcing altering the Walker circulation of the
atmosphere in the tropics (Vecchi et al. 2006). In HadCM3,
this drying trend continues into the future, and together with
warming, this overwhelms the tendency of rising atmo-
spheric CO2 to protect the forest by increasing the efficiency
of photosynthesis (Cox et al. 2004). However, future pro-
jections with other general circulation models of the climate
(GCMs) give very different precipitation trends over the
region in the future (Li et al. 2006). Hence, the change in
climate and vegetation of the Amazon in HadCM3 is an
extreme result among existing models, with a transition to
seasonally dry forest in the Eastern Amazon region consid-
ered more realistic (Malhi et al. 2009).
Whilst testing generic early warning signals on the
Amazon rainforest is new, there have been previous at-
tempts to better understand the Amazon’s vulnerability in
terms of observable variables, such as sea surface tempera-
tures (SSTs) in the tropical Pacific (Cox et al. 2004) or the
North Atlantic (Cox et al. 2008). The vulnerability of
modelled tropical forest cover has been assessed with re-
spect to temperature and dry-season length (DSL) (Good et
al. 2011). An approximately linear boundary in the temper-
ature–DSL plane separates forested from un-forested tropi-
cal (20° N–20° S) grid cells. This boundary exists in both
the HadCM3LC (Good et al. 2011) and HadGEM2-ES
(Good et al. 2013) climate models, which both include the
Top-down Representation of Interactive Foliage and Flora
Including Dynamics (TRIFFID) vegetation model. Looking
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Fig. 1 An example of Amazon dieback simulated in one of the 57
versions of HadCM3 showing the full time series (1860–2100) of a net
primary productivity (NPP), b vegetation carbon and c broadleaf
fraction, averaged annually over the region
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across a wider range of models, inter-annual anomalies in
atmospheric CO2 due to anomalies in tropical land carbon
storage can be related to anomalies in tropical temperature,
due to, e.g. drought or El Niño events (Cox et al. 2013).
For dieback of the Amazon to display tipping point
behaviour and corresponding early warning signals, there
must be positive feedback in the dynamics of forest loss.
Furthermore, for early warning signals to show up in a
model study, these positive feedbacks must be captured in
the model. A key positive feedback that is (to varying de-
grees) captured in existing climate models, including
HadCM3, is between vegetation and rainfall. Essentially,
the forest recycles water to the atmosphere through transpi-
ration and this promotes further precipitation, which sup-
ports the forest (Betts 1999; Salati 1987; Salati and Vose
1984). With the prevailing wind travelling inland, this pro-
motes the existence of forest in parts of the Amazon basin
farthest from the Atlantic coast. This positive feedback may
be strong enough to produce alternative stable states of
vegetation cover in parts of the Amazon (Oyama and
Nobre 2003). However, such bi-stability is not a necessary
condition for the existence of early warning signals (Lenton
et al. 2008; Kéfi et al. 2012).
It has not been previously established whether the
HadCM3 model exhibits bi-stability of vegetation cover in
parts of the Amazon region. We examine the governing
equation for tree cover below, which suggests there are
two equilibrium solutions even without coupling to the
climate. Consistent with this, we find evidence of bi-
modality of tree coverage in the full climate model, when
looking across different Amazon grid cells (Fig. 2). The
state without trees is typically dominated by C3 grasses.
The two states could arise purely from the competition
dynamics in the vegetation model, but they may be
reinforced by vegetation-rainfall feedback. Regardless of
this, even if there was only one equilibrium solution for tree
cover in the model, it is already known that Amazon tree
cover (averaged across the region) shows a strong non-linear
response to temperature (Jones et al. 2009). Furthermore,
such a strong non-linear response should mean that generic
early warning signals of approaching dieback are present, as
long as the model is forced slowly and subject to low
amplitude stochastic variability (such that it remains close
to its equilibrium behaviour) (Kéfi et al. 2012). A potential
caveat here is that the model Amazon system exhibits inertia
such that it lags the climate forcing by several decades. This
raises the question of whether proposed early warning in-
dicators might reveal the equilibrium (committed) behaviour
of the forest rather than the transient (observed) change, or
whether they may fail altogether.
Data and methods
HadCM3 Earth system ensemble
Our data was obtained from a ‘perturbed physics’ ensemble
of versions of the HadCM3 model called HadCM3-ESE
(Earth system ensemble). The ensemble contains 57 mem-
bers (i.e. model versions) where key parameters have been
perturbed within boundaries suggested by experts (Lambert
et al. 2013). These parameters are grouped according to their
role in the Earth system, whether they are within the atmo-
sphere (n=32 parameters) (Collins et al. 2011), ocean (n=
15) (Collins et al. 2007), sulphur cycle (n=8) (Lambert et al.
2013) or carbon cycle (n=8) (Booth et al. 2012). Each of the
57 ensemble members contains a combination of changes to
these four subsystems, determined by a Latin hypercube
sampling process to maximise the spread of atmosphere
and carbon cycles used. We are restricted to the data that
has already been saved from these existing model runs as it
is extremely computationally expensive to rerun the model.
The different ensemble members (i.e. model versions) are
all subject to the same forcing scenario spanning 1860–
2100, with historical forcing up to 2000 and the Special
Report on Emissions Scenarios A1B scenario thereafter
(Nakicenovic and Swart 2000). The forcing comprises emis-
sions of carbon dioxide, other greenhouse gases and aerosols,
with the model determining their concentrations and the
resulting climate effects interactively. A1B can be viewed as
a ‘middle of the road’ scenario with an economic rather than
an environment focus and a balanced energy usage, as op-
posed to being fossil fuel intensive for example. The resulting
57 different model runs behave differently thanks to the per-
turbations to the physics between model versions.
We define the Amazon region in the model as 40–70° W
and 15°S–5° N, which comprises 61 land grid cells. In a
particular ensemble member, some of these grid cells may
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Fig. 2 Bi-modality of tree cover looking across Amazon grid cells in
the same version of HadCM3 as in Fig. 1: a broadleaf fraction as a
function of mean annual precipitation for all Amazon grid cells over
the first century of the run (61 points each with 100 years), b a
histogram of the distribution of tree cover at the grid cell scale when
averaging over variations in precipitation
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not be forested in 1860, but that allows us to capture forest
growth in these regions should it occur later on in the time
series. Within a single chosen ensemble member (shown in
Figs. 1 and 2), we examined the behaviour of key variables
in each of the 61 individual grid cells. When looking across
the whole ensemble of model versions, we averaged over
this spatial information, on an annually averaged timescale,
to produce a single time series for each variable of interest in
each of the 57 ensemble members. Comparing the two
approaches allowed us to check whether averaging over
the whole region affected our results, compared to using
grid points individually, noting that the conditions that
destabilise the Amazon rainforest are unlikely to be uniform
across the region.
Three key output variables from the land surface scheme
and the TRIFFID dynamic global vegetation model (Cox
2001) are the focus of our time series analysis: broadleaf
fraction (BL), vegetation carbon (VC) and NPP. Two ‘driv-
er’ time series over the Amazon region, temperature and
precipitation, are also analysed. In our search for more
process-based indicators, we also consider net ecosystem
productivity (NEP), by subtracting the soil (heterotrophic)
respiration flux from NPP, and atmospheric CO2 (over the
Amazon region), which contains both a long-term, global
forcing trend and short-term (inter-annual) variability that
reflects changes in NEP of the region.
For each ensemble member, we examined the time
series of BL to see if there was a decline (often fol-
lowing a steady rise). If this was seen, we considered
the inflection point at which BL starts to decline as the
beginning of dieback in the model and only use data up
to that point in our main analysis. Across the 57 en-
semble members, 31 show dieback starting before 2100.
We cannot rule out that dieback will occur later in the
other 26 ensemble members, particularly given that
committed change of the forest is much greater than
transient change in this model. All 57 members are
used despite the fact that some models only have small
forest coverage, since any amount of forest could ex-
hibit dieback. Models that do not exhibit dieback give
time series which are 240 points long, whereas those
that exhibit dieback have an average time series of 204
points on which to test for early warning signals.
For the single ensemble member where we consider
spatial information, we first determine if there is enough
forest in each grid point in the Amazon region to be con-
sidered for analysis. If there is a broadleaf fraction less than
0.1 at the start of the time series which does not show any
growth, then we ignore this grid point. This leaves 49 (of
61) grid points that contain sufficient forest, and in 43 of
these 49 grid points, there is dieback under future forcing. In
this case, the average time series length for analysis is
approximately 215 points.
Early warning indicators
We use a kernel smoothing function with a bandwidth
of 10 years or points (Dakos et al. 2008) to detrend the
time series of BL, VC and NPP. Then we use a sliding
window length of half the time series (prior to dieback,
if it starts) in which we derive AR(1) and variance as
potential early warning indicators. We also derive skew-
ness in the same sliding window but from the original
rather than the detrended data (Guttal and Jayaprakash
2008). Increasingly positive or increasingly negative
skewness can be considered early warning signals be-
cause the sign of skewness depends on the position of
the attractor being approached. In the analysis of these
three time series, we expect to observe skewness be-
coming more negative over time.
To express trends in the indicators, we use Kendall’s tau
rank correlation coefficient (Dakos et al. 2008), which
ranges between 1, for an indicator that is always increasing,
to −1 for an indicator that is always decreasing. A tau of
0 implies there is no net trend in the indicator and that it
increases as much as it decreases.
To provide a null model of the behaviour of these generic
indicators under stable boundary conditions, we make use of
the control runs of each ensemble member. There were
∼70 years of control run available for each member where
the forest was stable and no emissions were imposed. We
calculate AR(1), variance and skewness on these samples
using the methods described above. Then we compare these
to the indicator trends observed from a comparable length
time series prior to dieback in each model (or the last
∼70 years if no dieback occurs).
We also test two process-based, system-specific stability
indicators. The first of these assesses how the sensitivity of
NEP to temperature anomalies changes over time. The sec-
ond looks for changes in the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2
variations of the Amazon region to temperature anomalies.
These indicators are motivated by the idea that variations in
tropical land carbon storage are caused by tropical temper-
ature anomalies. Respiration is prescribed as an exponential
function of temperature whereas photosynthesis is a peaked
function of temperature (which allows the possibility that an
increase in temperature could cause decreases in photosyn-
thesis if the optimum temperature has been passed).
Therefore at higher temperatures, a given increase in tem-
perature should give rise to a greater decrease in NEP and a
correspondingly larger addition of CO2 to the atmosphere.
To calculate these indicators, we detrend the time series
of NEP or CO2 and temperature again using a kernel
smoothing function with a bandwidth of 10 years. Then
within a sliding window length of 25 years, we estimate
the gradient of the best fit (linear regression) line of NEP or
CO2 as a function of temperature, and use the result as an
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indicator. We use a smaller window length than in other
analyses to better capture the effect of events such as El
Niño.
Broadleaf fraction model
We use a simplified version of the TRIFFID model (Cox
2001) to better understand the dynamics:
dV
dt
¼ PbV 1−Vð Þ−GV ð1Þ
Where V is equal to the broadleaf fraction, G is a distur-
bance coefficient (0.004/year) and bV is either the value of V
or 0.1 if V falls below 0.1. P is the productivity, in dimen-
sionless area fraction units. There is a non-linear response of
the broadleaf fraction (V) to changing productivity (P), with
one equilibrium at V=0 and another equilibrium solution:
V  ¼ 1− G
P
ð2Þ
The equilibrium V* has an eigenvalue of G-P, which is
negative for typical values of P found in the ensemble
members. As P is reduced, the movement of the equilibrium
is non-linear as the eigenvalue approaches zero. Equation
(1) can be rearranged to the normal form of a transcritical
bifurcation and it has been confirmed elsewhere that such
bifurcations exhibit generic early warning signals (Kuehn
2011). The two stable states observed here should translate
into the full GCM version used in the ensemble although
complicated due to the calculation of P. The bV parameter in
Eq. (1) prevents the vegetation from becoming negative.
However at values of productivity P we use to test the
model, this does not alter the fact we are approaching the
bifurcation and so should observe early warning signals.
To explore how this model behaves in conditions ob-
served in the full climate model, we ran three 500-member
ensembles of the simplified model of tree cover [Eq. (1)]:
(1) a ‘null’ model ensemble where there is no forcing on P
(P=0.9) and a constant noise level (σ=0.003), (2) a ‘linearly
forced’ ensemble where P is reduced linearly from 0.9 to
0.004 (the value of G and hence the transcritical bifurcation
point) whilst keeping the same noise level, and (3) a ‘non-
linearly forced’ ensemble where P is kept constant for the
first 180 years at 0.9 and then reduced linearly from 0.9 to
0.004 over the final 60 years and noise level is increased
from σ=0.001 to σ=0.006 linearly across the time series to
mimic the increase in variance in temperature and precipi-
tation observed in the full model. This third ensemble is an
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Fig. 3 Trends in generic early warning signals across different grid
cells of the version of HadCM3 in Figs. 1 and 2. Annually averaged
time series for broadleaf fraction (a–c), vegetation carbon (d–f) and
NPP (g–i) are used for each spatial grid point where there is sufficient
forest (grid points which have a broadleaf fraction less than 0.1 at the
start of the time series without showing growth are ignored). Note that
in h, the y-axis has been extended due to the majority of the tau values
being in the last bin. In each histogram, the darker bars refer to those
grid cells which show dieback starting prior to 2100 whereas the
(stacked) lighter bars are the cells without dieback before 2100
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attempt to recreate the conditions seen in the full climate
model. In all cases, we analysed the first 200 years of each
run, because in cases (2) and (3), dieback never begins
before this and generally just after.
Results
HadCM3 Earth system ensemble
In the example model run, dieback starts to occur in the
second half of this century around 2060 (Fig. 1). Prior to
this, when looking across spatial locations over the first
100 years of the model run, we see evidence of two states
for broadleaf tree cover, with one mode around 0.8 and
another at 0–0.2 (Fig. 2). When analysing the results from
individual spatial locations within this model run, the ma-
jority show dieback, but they do not consistently show the
signal of critical slowing down (i.e. rising AR(1) and rising
variance) prior to dieback. Typically, there are decreases in
AR(1) for broadleaf fraction and vegetation carbon (Fig. 3a,
d) and a tendency toward increases in AR(1) for NPP
(Fig. 3g). All three variables typically show increases in
variance (Fig. 3b, e, h). There are predominantly negative
skewness trends observed for broadleaf fraction and vege-
tation carbon (Fig. 3c, f), but no clear skewness trends for
NPP (Fig. 3i).
We analyse the spatially averaged behaviour of this ex-
ample model run (as in Fig. 1) in Fig. 4. One reason why
early warning signals might fail in this and other cases,
based on Eq. (1), is that NPP does not start to decline until
shortly before dieback begins (where the data is cut off for
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Fig. 4 Early warning signals observed for the three key output vari-
ables from the example time series shown in Figs. 1–3. Spatial aver-
ages of broadleaf fraction (a–e), vegetation carbon (f–j) and NPP (k–o)
are analysed for the full-time series rather than up to observed dieback,
in order to examine the full effect of NPP decline that begins around
2020. The start of this decline in productivity is shown in all the time
series with a vertical line. The smoothing time series used to derive the
residuals (the detrended time series) are shown in the top row (a, f and
k) over the original time series
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Fig. 5 Trends in proposed generic early warning indicators across the
ensemble of 57 models, from analysis of: a–c broadleaf fraction, d–f
vegetation carbon and g–i NPP time series averaged over the Amazon
region. Trends in AR(1), variance and skewness are expressed as Kendall
tau values. The resulting histograms give an indication of range of indicator
trends across the ensemble and their robustness. In each histogram, the
darker bars refer to thosemodels which show dieback starting prior to 2100
whereas the (stacked) lighter bars are the runs without dieback before 2100
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Fig. 6 Trends in generic early warning signals for time series found in
control versions of each ensemble member (without forced under an
emissions scenario) (dotted histograms) compared to the early warning
signals found in the original ensemble members using the same length
time series as in the control run time series (∼70 years). Broadleaf
fraction (a–c), vegetation carbon (d–f) and NPP (g–i) time series were
averaged over the Amazon region each year
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most of the analyses). Hence in this instance, we analyse the
full time series of broadleaf fraction (Fig. 4a, b), vegetation
carbon (Fig. 4f, g) and NPP (Fig. 4k, l), showing where NPP
begins to decline around 2020 (vertical line in the time
series of Fig. 4). Once NPP starts to decline, critical slowing
down in tree cover would be expected according to equation
[1]. Consistent with this, broadleaf fraction shows a rise in
AR(1) and variance and a negative trend in skewness
(Fig. 4c, d, e). Vegetation carbon shows an overall decline
in AR(1), rise in variance and negative trend in skewness
(Fig. 4h, i, j). NPP shows no clear trend in AR(1), rising
variance and a trend to negative skewness (Fig. 4m, n, o).
However, the encouraging results for broadleaf fraction
should be treated with caution as the data set is only
one sample of a wide range of signals that the different
versions of HadCM3 can produce. Furthermore, in the
real world, we are interested in warning signals before
dieback begins.
Looking across the ensemble of model versions using
spatially averaged data, generic early warning indicators
do not show the signal of critical slowing down (i.e. rising
AR(1) and rising variance) prior to the start of Amazon
dieback. Fig. 5 shows histograms of Kendall tau results for
all the ensemble members when testing the AR(1) coeffi-
cient, variance and skewness as indicators on the broadleaf
fraction, vegetation carbon and NPP time series. AR(1) of
broadleaf fraction, vegetation carbon and NPP typically
decline, but results with no trend or some increase are also
found (Fig. 5a, d, g). The strongest result is rising variance
in all three variables (broadleaf fraction, vegetation carbon,
NPP) (Fig. 5b, e, h), although occasional downward trends
are seen. Broadleaf fraction and vegetation carbon are
typically increasingly negatively skewed over time
(Fig. 5c, f), whereas there is a hint of NPP becoming
increasingly positively skewed over time (Fig. 5i). In all
individual cases examined, there is a switch of sign of
skewness of NPP over time. Differences between the results
for ensemble members that show Amazon dieback starting
before 2100 (dark histograms in Fig. 5) and those that do not
(lighter stacked histograms) are modest. There is a slightly
stronger tendency of decreasing AR(1) in models with no
dieback (Fig. 5a, d, g) and arguably trends in skewness are
slightly stronger (Fig. 5c, f, i).
When compared to the control runs where no forcing is
imposed on the system, which we are treating as a null
model (Fig. 6), the most prominent change in the indicators
are an increase in variance in broadleaf fraction, vegetation
carbon and NPP (Fig. 6b, e, h). The distribution of trends in
AR(1) (Fig. 6a, d and g) and skewness (Fig. 6c, f and i) do
not appear significantly different under climate forcing to
the control runs of the models. However, we stress here that
the time series are short and longer time series would be
needed to attempt a statistical test on the significance of the
results.
The indicator trend of increasing variance that we do
consistently observe could be due to corresponding trends in
the environmental variables forcing the forest (Fig. 7). Indeed,
we find that temperature generally shows strongly rising var-
iance (Fig. 7b), together with a tendency toward declining
AR(1) (Fig. 7a), and perhaps a slight shift to negative skew-
ness (Fig. 7c). Precipitation also tends to show increasing
variance or in a smaller number of cases decreasing variance
(Fig. 7e), but no clear trend in AR(1) (Fig. 7d) or skewness
(Fig. 7f). The increases in variance of temperature and
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precipitation can be mostly attributed to the model producing
more frequent or extreme El Niño events under climate forc-
ing, although we should note that temperature and precipita-
tion are not pure external forcing variables—they are also
affected by feedback from the forest. We also note that a
strong enough increase in variance (as seen for temperature)
can cause a decrease in AR(1) because it makes neighbouring
points in a time series less alike.
Considering more process-based indicators of forest sta-
bility, we find an expected negative correlation between
(inter-annual) changes in temperature and (inter-annual)
changes in NEP—in other words, warming suppresses
NEP (Fig. 8a)—and this explains why CO2 anomalies are
positively correlated with temperature (Fig. 8b)—as carbon
is then released from the forest to the atmosphere. These
sensitivities generally become stronger with time across the
ensemble—which means a negative trend in dNEP/dT
(Fig. 8h) and a positive trend in dCO2/dT (Fig. 8i). In an
example run (Fig. 8c–e), the trends in these indicators are
present at least a century before dieback begins (Fig. 8f, g).
These results are seen regardless of whether a model shows
dieback before 2100 (stacked bars in Fig. 8h, i). Whilst it
appears the dCO2/dT sensitivity shows a slightly more ro-
bust increasing tendency in the models that do not exhibit
dieback by 2100, a Mann–Whitney U test reveals that the
two distributions are not statistically significantly different
at 5 % significance (p=0.066).
Broadleaf fraction model
On examining the behaviour of the simplified model of
broadleaf fraction, the null model ensemble produces no
significant early warning signals as expected (Fig. 9a–c).
In the linearly forced model ensemble, we do find the
expected early warning signal of increasing AR(1), together
with a slight tendency toward increasing variance, and a
tendency toward negative skewness (Fig. 9d–f). However,
in the non-linearly forced ensemble, the early warning
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signal from AR(1) is eliminated (with no clear trends in this
indicator), whereas variance is strongly increasing reflecting
increasing amplitude of the forcing noise, and there are no
clear trends in skewness (Fig. 9g–i). These results suggest
that the fairly rapid and non-linear forcing of the full climate
model may be responsible for eliminating the expected early
warning signal of rising autocorrelation.
Discussion
We have analysed time series of the Amazon rainforest in an
ensemble of versions of the HadCM3 model, to test both
generic and system-specific indicators of an approaching
tipping point. Despite Amazon dieback beginning in over
half of the ensemble members before 2100, the expected
generic early warning signals of an approaching bifurcation-
type tipping point are not consistently present. In particular,
the expected signal of increasing autocorrelation is missing.
There is a robust increase in variance in the models but this
may be attributed to increasing variance in key forcing
factors for the forest, notably increasing temperature vari-
ability driven by El Niño.
The failure to observe generic early warning signals could
occur for several reasons. The simplest would be if there was
no ‘critical transition’ in the model world. However, we have
several reasons to believe that the model is capable of
displaying critical slowing down. As already noted, the equi-
librium response of Amazon forest cover to temperature is
strongly non-linear (Jones et al. 2009), and such responses
should show early warnings signals even if there is no bifur-
cation (Kéfi et al. 2012). Furthermore, the underlying equa-
tions suggest that as NPP declines, and with it forest cover, a
transcritical bifurcation is approached. Although the system is
a long way from the bifurcation when NPP starts to decline
and then dieback begins, it is moving towards the bifurcation
and therefore the corresponding leading eigenvalue is increas-
ing toward zero, which should produce critical slowing down.
Hence, the explanation for the lack of early warning signals
could be that the conditions for observing them—namely that
the model is forced slowly and subject to low amplitude,
additive stochastic variability (such that it remains close to
its equilibrium behaviour)—are violated. Indeed, the full cli-
mate model is subject to fairly rapid and non-linear forcing,
and when we impose such a forcing in a simplified model of
broadleaf fraction, the expected early warning signal of rising
autocorrelation is eliminated.
It is also worth noting that we are able to measure generic
early warning indicators in our ensemble with relative ease
compared to the real world. Observations of time series
would be hard to obtain, especially to the degree of accuracy
we would need to test, for example, increases in variance in
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broadleaf fraction. In this case, observational error would be
larger than the measures of variance we generally observe in
the time series derived from the models runs.
One critical feedback that is missing from the models
analysed here and could contribute to the presence of early
warning signals in reality is a positive feedback between
vegetation state and fire. Essentially, the presence of trees
suppresses fire encouraging their dominance over grasses,
whereas the presence of grasses promotes fire, preventing
the establishment of trees. This local scale feedback could be
responsible for creating alternative attractor states (forest or
savannah) across large parts of the Amazon today (Hirota et
al. 2011; Staver et al. 2011). Analysis of satellite vegetation
cover data suggests a range of precipitation for which forest
and savannah states are both stable in the Amazon region,
with the forest becoming less ‘resilient’ (i.e. the basin of
attraction becomes shallower) as precipitation declines toward
a critical threshold around 1,800 mm/year (or 5 mm/day)
(Hirota et al. 2011; Staver et al. 2011). Corresponding spatial
locations where there is predicted to be forest-savannah bi-
stability are in the southern or south-eastern Amazon, partic-
ularly in Bolivia (Hirota et al. 2011). There are also areas of
currently low tree cover in south Brazil that are predicted to be
bi-stable (Staver et al. 2011). In recent drought years, a critical
transition to a ‘mega fire’ regime has been observed in a part
of the Amazon (Pueyo et al. 2010).
Failures of the generic early warning indicators caused us
to seek more process-based indicators of changing forest
stability in the model. The sensitivity of NEP to temperature
anomalies (a negative correlation) generally increases over
time (as dieback approaches). This is readily understood
because respiration is prescribed as an exponential function
of temperature whereas photosynthesis is a peaked function
of temperature (and may even switch regime from rising to
declining with temperature). Thus, at higher temperatures a
given increase in temperature gives rise to a larger decrease
in NEP. Furthermore, the sensitivity of atmospheric CO2
anomalies over the Amazon region to temperature anoma-
lies (a positive correlation) increases robustly, and both of
these quantities are readily observable in the real world. The
GOSAT satellite record of regional atmospheric CO2 mea-
surements (including the Amazon region) only began
around 2009. However, global CO2 anomalies are dominat-
ed by variability in tropical land carbon stores and they have
been measured for longer.
Although these process-based stability indicators are po-
tentially observable, they can only indicate a tendency of
changing resilience of the forest (in this case decreasing).
There is no particular, universal threshold value which sig-
nals Amazon dieback in the model, perhaps because the
physics of each model version is different. For example,
the forest of one model version may be resilient to dNEP/dT
sensitivity (gradient) of −3, whereas another may show
dieback before this sensitivity is reached. This lack of an
absolute indicator of a dieback threshold is also true for
generic indicators such as rising variance.
As yet we have not tested any spatial early warning
indicators on the data, for example, rising spatial correlation
(Dakos et al. 2011; Bathiany et al. 2013). However, the
ensemble members in HadCM3-ESE generally show die-
back which begins in the north-east of the region and moves
towards the centre. In other words, dieback does not occur
coherently and simultaneously across the whole region in
the model. Hence spatial indicators may fail. Also, we have
not performed a grid point by grid point analysis for all the
ensemble members, because this would involve individually
examining ∼3,500 time series. We believe such analysis
would be redundant because it is already clear from our
analysis of the broadleaf fraction model that due to fast,
non-linear forcing of the system, including increasing vari-
ance in the driving time series, generic early warning
signals—notably rising autocorrelation—tend to fail.
The absence of generic early warning signals of Amazon
dieback in the HadCM3 model does not imply they would
be absent in the real world. In particular, observational data
suggests that there is bi-stability of tree cover at a much finer
spatial scale than the model resolves, and this may be due to
positive feedbacks between vegetation cover and fire that
are not included in HadCM3 (Hirota et al. 2011; Staver et al.
2011). Therefore further research should consider if this can
give rise to early warning signals at a finer spatial scale.
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